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Welcome and teamwork!



Our Donor Centricity 

Definition

“The continual dedication to increasing 
the depth and breadth of our donor 

understanding, so we can connect more 
meaningfully, collaborate more 

effectively, and – most importantly –
genuinely care for our donors in order to 

create ongoing value exchange, build 
trust and increase loyalty.”



“Endear Me” Stage



Poll results from “Keep Me” DCC 
luncheon

Fast tracked digital programs & innovation

Reduced budgets with limited ability to adapt

Increased communication while donors at home

Kept to long term strategic plans

Strongly referenced Covid in communications

Others?

Q: How is your fundraising adapting 
to donor engagement with COVID?



Poll results from “Keep Me” 
DCC luncheon

9%

10%

57%

19%

5%

High – Contacting a donor when, where & How its appropriate

Low – Contacting everyone on every channel

Mid – Some personalisation of Channel preferences

Q: How would you rate your 
organisation’s channel optimisation?



Poll results from “Keep Me” 
DCC luncheon

38%

38%

10%

14%

No, not yet have, have thought about it 

Yes, done but decided on a different strategy 

Yes, done it, tried it but not sure the value

Yes, done it, implemented it & increased income

Q: Supporter journey mapping –
winner or wallpaper?

Jury is still out 
on this one.



Poll results from “Keep Me” 
DCC luncheon

28%

22%

50% Okay – Know key data points, LTV, AOV, views & visits

Intimately – know trends & patterns

Minimal – Know you should be doing more with the data.

Q: How well do you know your data?



Stage 6 - Endear Me
This is the rekindling stage. Focus on reminding each 

other why the relationship exists, what attracted you to 

each other in the first place and why you still belong 

together. It’s an opportunity to reflect on all you have 

accomplished so far and ignite the passion to continue 

on your journey together.

“Endear Me” Stage



Questions you may be 
asking…

1. Remind - Do we still have the 

same goals?

2. Reflect - Are we still 

communicating in the right way?

3. Ignite - What shared experiences 

and memories are we building?



Remind
Why the relationship exists?

What attracted us to each 
other in the first place?

Understand



Remind

LemonTree Update

Remind



Remind

Remind

Your donors support multiple causes

Own
Donors

GrowMe Audience

LemonSeeds
Lookalike Models

KnowMe Audience

“72% of baby boomers give to charity, donating an annual average of $1,212 
across 4.5 organisations”Remind



Acquire donors for longer

Retain and Increase donor 
lifetime value

Reactivate lost donors

Reduce wastage

Key Challenges

Remind



Key Benefit 5 to 101 members in 7 years
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“The Collaborative Effect”

Trusted as a data safe harbour for 100 

Australian charities, managing data 

covering over 16 million individuals.

Remind



Remind

Initial Benefit - Acquisition

Third party compliant audiences of over 8 million across multiple 
channels



Access your best donor look-
alikes from the LemonTree

Universe

Select from nine acquisition 
personas

Execute on channel-ready 
lead data across DM, TM, 

and eDM

Remind
Collaborate without sharing donors



Remind

Complimentary Segmentation

Gift In WillsMid ValueUpgraderRegular Giver

Single Givers are donors who give a single, 

no-commitment cash gift upon request.

Single Givers are the traditional point-of-

entry for donors; an initial gift suggesting 

affinity to a cause and opening the donor 

journey ahead.

LemonBox’s Single Giver score helps 

identify high-propensity cash appeal 

donors, the foundation of your diverse 

fundraising strategy.

Single Giver

Regular Givers are donors who commit to 

give an ongoing, scheduled gift amount 

over a long period of time.

Regular Givers are the lifeblood of most 

NFP organisations, providing the ongoing 

and consistent fundraising revenue 

required for long-term growth.

LemonBox's Regular Giver model uses the 

rich data and insight within the 

LemonTree universe to identify donors 

with a high likelihood to convert to RG, 

allowing you to convert them in a timely 

and effective manner.

Upgraders are Regular Givers who choose 

to increase the amount of their ongoing 

gift.

Upgrades are valuable to NFPs because 

the cost of growth is often much less than 

acquiring a new single or regular giver.

LemonBox helps make informed decisions 

about when, how, and how much to 

upgrade a donor based on their activity 

and behaviour across the collaborative 

universe.

Mid Value donors are individuals who 

have given a significant gift, specifically a 

single donation of $500 or more.

Mid Value donors demonstrate a strong 

affinity to the cause, as well as the 

underlying wealth implied in giving a mid 

value donation.

LemonBox's Mid Value model identifies 

donors with a propensity to give a 

significant gift based on a broad set of 

behaviour across the LemonTree universe.

Gift In Wills describe the very high-value 

segment of donors who pledge a gift as 

part of their will.

Gift In Wills donors are considered 

extremely high value, elusive to attract, 

and sensitive to nurture.

LemonBox’s Gift In Wills segment allows 

fundraisers to identify, target, and 

personally nurture high-value individuals 

with a propensity to nominate a gift in 

will.



Quick Poll

How often in your communications does your 
organisation “remind” the donor of what attracted 
them in the first place?

1. Never
2. Once a year
3. Multiple times a year
4. Almost every time



Reflect

Reflecting on what we have 
accomplished together?

Grow



Impact of our relationship?

Reflect

“4 years consistently providing 100-200 new donors per 
month” – The Shepherd Centre
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Reflect

Celebrate (together)

Primed for RG, SG, GIW



Reflect

Innovation - RG’s at risk

"It has proven 8 x more predictive than the average RG attrition rate and 
reduced average attrition by 17% month on month for the past 6 
months!"



Reflect

Case Studies – GIW

Problem – GIW growth targets 

Solution -

Outcome – 708 additional 

qualified leads 

primed



Reflect

Case Studies – Mid-Value

Insights
• ROI on MV was significantly grew based on 2,537 scored donors
• Opportunity to test deeper into MV scored records
• LTV on this group is $353k



Quick Poll

How often in your communications does your 
organisation “reflect” with the donor of the 
accomplishments together?

1. Never
2. Once a year
3. Multiple times a year
4. Almost every time



Ignite

How can we ignite the passion 
to continue on our journey 
together?

Activate



Ignite

Collaborative conversations

“Monitor each month strategic impacts on key 
collaborative metrics in compared to your peers”



Ignite

Promote thought leadership and 
continuous learning

DCC is an important sector community of passionate fundraisers
– “it’s what you put in”



Ignite

Make collaborative Insights 
technology simple

"Collaborative Insight technology – part of your toolkit to 
drive your fundraising future!”



Stage 6 - Endear Me
This is the rekindling stage. Focus on reminding each 

other why the relationship exists, what attracted you to 

each other in the first place and why you still belong 

together. It’s an opportunity to reflect on all you have 

accomplished so far and ignite the passion to continue 

on your journey together.

“Endear Me” Stage

Ignite

Reflect

Remind
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Become a member of the largest NFP collective in the country

and join 100 other NFPs tapping into the best environment to 

support your fundraising efforts for your cause. 

Joel Nicholson

Founder & Managing Director

joel.nicholson@lemontree.com.au

0414 744 909





90 seconds – Zoom Chat time
✓ Burning question?

✓ Key action?
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